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Julius Robert Oppenheimer (1904-1967)

The theoretical physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer was director of the laboratory in

Los Alamos, N.M., where scientists working on the Manhattan Project in the mid-

1940s developed the atomic bomb.

Julius Robert Oppenheimer (short: Oppi) was born in New York City on April 22,

1904. He graduated from Harvard University in 1925 and went to England to do

research at Cambridge University's Cavendish Laboratory. In 1927 he received his

doctorate from Göttingen University in Germany, where he met other prominent

physicists such as Niels Bohr and P.A.M. Dirac.

Upon his return to the United States, he became a professor of physics at the

University of California at Berkeley and California Institute of Technology. He

explored the energy processes of subatomic particles and quantum theory.

In 1943 Oppenheimer selected the Los Alamos site for the laboratory. After the war

he resigned his post, and from 1947 to 1966 he was director of Princeton's Institute

for Advanced Study. In 1954, during the period of anti-Communist hysteria



promoted by Senator Joseph R. McCarthy of Wisconsin, the federal Personnel

Security Board withdrew his military security clearance. Oppenheimer thus became

the worldwide symbol of the scientist who becomes the victim of a witch-hunt while

trying to solve the moral problems rising out of scientific discoveries. His clearance

was reinstated by President Lyndon Johnson in 1963, and he was given the Enrico

Fermi Award of the Atomic Energy Commission. On Feb. 18, 1967, he died of throat

cancer at Princeton.

The Manhattan Project

The code name for the United States program to develop an atomic bomb during

World War II, the Manhattan Project was the largest scientific effort undertaken to

that time with a cost of about US$ 2 billion. It involved 37 installations throughout

the country; at least 13 university laboratories; and 100,000 people, including the

Nobel prizewinning physicists Arthur Holly Compton, Enrico Fermi, Richard

Feynman, Ernest Lawrence, and Harold Urey.

The origin of the Manhattan Project is often traced to a 1939 letter from the physicist

Albert Einstein to President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The letter warned of German

efforts to build a nuclear weapon and urged Roosevelt to appoint a committee to

monitor nuclear developments. It was not until two years later, however, that

Roosevelt took the step of ordering the Office of Scientific Research and Develop-

ment, a government agency, to investigate the possibility of creating an atomic

weapon. In 1942 the project was taken a step further when the Army Corps of

Engineers was assigned the job of building facilities at which the research and

testing would be carried out. This job was managed by the Corps of Engineers'

Manhattan District, from which the project ultimately derived its name, and

Roosevelt appointed the Army' s chief engineer, Brig. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, as

director.

From the beginning Groves pursued a policy of utmost secrecy on the Manhattan

Project. Scientists worked in isolation, many of them in different parts of the country,

unaware of the larger project in which they were involved. One of these scientists,

the physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer, became concerned that the scientists' iso-

lation from one another would jeopardize the project, and he discussed with Groves

the need for a central laboratory. Oppenheimer identified an isolated site at Los

Alamos, N.M. When Groves approved the site, the Corps of Engineers began



construction of a laboratory and compound in late 1942. In early 1943, Groves

appointed Oppenheimer to head the laboratory.

Brig. Gen. Leslie R. Groves

The scientists at Los Alamos worked out the technology of the bomb itself, and else-

where in the country citylike industrial complexes worked to produce enough U-

235, a form of uranium, and plutonium to power the bomb. The largest of these

complexes were the Clinton Engineer Works (CEW) at Oak Ridge, Tenn., which

separated the nuclear fuel U-235 from U-239, natural uranium, and the Hanford

Engineer Works (HEW) on the Columbia River in Washington State, which pro-

duced the Pu-238.

In 1945 Roosevelt died and Harry S. Truman became president. During the spring

and summer of that year, the United States was making preparations for a pro-

posed invasion of Japan. Some military experts predicted that United States

casualties from the offensive could reach between 500,000 and 1 million. The

Truman Administration and military leaders also knew that the Manhattan Project

scientists expected to have a weapon ready to test by July.

On July 16 the scientists conducted the first test of the bomb at Alamogordo, N.M.,

400 kilometers south of Los Alamos. The blast was equal to the force of about 20



kilotons) of dynamite--2,000 times greater than the most powerful bomb in exist-

ence at the time.

The first successful test of an atomic bomb, Alamogordo, New Mexico, July 16, 1945

Upon learning of the success at Alamogordo, Truman, who was anxious to avoid an

invasion of Japan, to bring the war to a decisive end, and to intimidate the Soviet

Union, decided that the United States would use an atomic bomb on Japan. On

July 26, Truman and other Allied leaders issued the Potsdam Declaration,

threatening "complete and utter destruction" of Japan if it did not unconditionally

surrender. Days later, Japan declared that it would continue the war, and on August

6, under Truman's orders, the United States dropped a uranium bomb, nicknamed

Little Boy, on Hiroshima. Three days later, Fat Man, a plutonium bomb, was

dropped on Nagasaki. On August 10 Japan announced its intention to surrender,

and it did so formally on September 2, 1945.

"Little Boy"

In essence, the Little Boy design consisted of a gun that fired one mass of U-235 at

another mass of U-235, thus creating a supercritical mass. A crucial requirement

was that the pieces be brought together in a time shorter than the time between

spontaneous fissions. Once the two pieces of uranium are brought together, the



initiator introduces a burst of neutrons and the chain reaction begins, continuing

until the energy released becomes so great that the bomb simply blows itself apart.

Replica of "Little Boy", the Hiroshima-Bomb

"Little Boy" Schematic

"Fat Man"

The rapid spontaneous fission rate of Pu-239 necessitated that a different type of

bomb be designed. A gun-type bomb would not be fast enough to work. Before the

bomb could be assembled, a few stray neutrons would have been emitted, and

these would start a premature chain reaction‚ leading to a great reduction in the

energy released.



Seth Neddermeyer, a scientist at Los Alamos, developed the idea of using explosive

charges to compress a sphere of plutonium very rapidly to a density sufficient to

make it go critical and produce a nuclear explosion.

Replica of "Fat Man", the Nagasaki-Bomb

"Fat Man" Schematic


